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Confession of a Buddhist Atheist 2010-03-02
does buddhism require faith can an atheist or agnostic follow the buddha s teachings without believing in reincarnation or
organized religion this is one man s confession in his classic buddhism without beliefs stephen batchelor offered a profound
secular approach to the teachings of the buddha that struck an emotional chord with western readers now with the same
brilliance and boldness of thought he paints a groundbreaking portrait of the historical buddha told from the author s unique
perspective as a former buddhist monk and modern seeker drawing from the original pali canon the seminal collection of
buddhist discourses compiled after the buddha s death by his followers batchelor shows us the buddha as a flesh and blood
man who looked at life in a radically new way batchelor also reveals the everyday challenges and doubts of his own
devotional journey from meeting the dalai lama in india to training as a zen monk in korea to finding his path as a lay
teacher of buddhism living in france both controversial and deeply personal stephen batchelor s refreshingly doctrine free
life informed account is essential reading for anyone interested in buddhism

The Faith to Doubt 2015-04-01
kierkegaard said that faith without doubt is simply credulity the will to believe too readily especially without adequate
evidence and that in doubt can faith begin all people involved in spiritual practice of whatever persuasion must confront
doubt at one time or another and find a way beyond it to belief however temporary but faith is not equivalent to mere belief
faith is the condition of ultimate confidence that we have the capacity to follow the path of doubt to its end and courage in
this engaging spiritual memoir stephen batchelor describes his own training first as a tibetan buddhist and then as a zen
practitioner and his own direct struggles along his path it is most uncanny that we are able to ask questions for to question
means to acknowledge that we do not know something but it is more than an acknowledgement it includes a yearning to
confront an unknown and illuminate it through understanding questioning is a quest batchelor is a contemporary buddhist
teacher and writer best known for his secular or agnostic approach to buddhism he considers buddhism to be a constantly
evolving culture of awakening rather than a religious system based on immutable dogmas and beliefs buddhism has
survived for the past 2 500 years because of its capacity to reinvent itself in accord with the needs of the different asian



societies with which it has creatively interacted throughout its history as buddhism encounters modernity it enters a vital
new phase of its development through his writings translations and teaching stephen engages in a critical exploration of
buddhism s role in the modern world which has earned him both condemnation as a heretic and praise as a reformer

Partial SOVAN for Atheists 2012-05-31
contrast to popular belief this book demonstrates that you do not have to be religious to get benefits of philosophy attached
to it looking at a very unique angle this book provides a path to be self control and have contentment and happiness
possible even under life dilemmas that force people to seek refuge in various religions surprisingly the guidance toward this
independence and contentment is presented in a simple manner by observing basic life forms the book presents several
other novelty concepts in an interesting manner that can not be read elsewhere author admits the guilt for not only
presenting an over decorated religious concept in a very simple manner but also giving a vision for readers to view beyond
that concept hence this book may be categorised under self development philosophy and also under religion the term sovan
comes under buddhist domain but here that term is considered as a philosophy emphasising the value of that instead of
demanding respect on it the benefit of sovan is assumed obvious once the term is understood therefore benefits those could
have been overlooked are listed instead author proposes partial sovan but never recommended not to attain full sovan
buddhist readers will find this book interesting as this provides a fresh view on the buddhist concepts allowing the reader to
deepen his or her understanding as for an additional service book states possible contradictions allowing the reader to make
his or her own comparisons to improve understanding

A Hint of Saffron: A Buddhist’s thoughts on religious belief in the twenty
first century 2014-12-02
whether you are an atheist or a fundamentalist christian this book offers an entirely novel approach to the science versus
religion divide at times provocative but understanding with seriousness interwoven with touches of humour the author
shows how opinions and inflexible presuppositions can develop into becoming absolute truths not only of sober relevance for



the teaching of comparative religion there is food for thought at a time when the positive contribution of religious belief to
individuals and society is being undermined

Buddhism 2017-12-14
this work supports the proposition that the eradication of religion will make us live as one and there is only one way to
remove religion and that is to remove the need for it armed only with reason this work will prove that due to ignorance
religion is just an invention to fill a need this work has three segments the first explores from the point of view of a christian
practicing pagan the process on how myth became reality it will prove that god was invented and re invented perpetually for
necessity and convenience it is that need that gave the bible its religious relevance understood with a naked mind the bible
is far from being just a religious document but a political one this work explores why religion and politics cannot and will not
separate hence unavoidably it dipped its hands into one painful political issue the israeli palestinian conflict the second part
elucidates that if the foundation is a myth it only follows that what was founded on it jesus is a lie it will give proof to the fact
that the new testament was manipulated to further vested interest understood with an unconditioned mind that is without
the traditional spirituality attached to it it will prove that jesus is just selfishly scheming to regain his grandfather david s
throne it will also prove that jesus is gay the last part is my way of introducing buddhism it could shed light to what western
science is exiting themselves about it answers why man will never find the missing link it explains how and why advanced
civilizations deteriorated to their present state in our fight against virus causing disease we must explore all avenues to
defeat it buddhism offers one buddhism is not only about science it is also about religion it delves into the reality of a soul
buddhism gives us reason on why we must discriminate on account of race or for any other reason

Why Buddhism? the Evil of Religion 2004-04
after buddhism the culmination of four decades of study and practice in the tibetan zen and theravada traditions is stephen
batchelor s attempt to set the record straight about who the buddha was and what he was trying to teach combining critical
readings of the earliest canonical texts with narrative accounts of five members of the buddha s inner circle batchelor
depicts the buddha as a pragmatic ethicist rather than a dogmatic metaphysician he envisions buddhism as a constantly



evolving culture of awakening whose long survival is due to its capacity to reinvent itself and interact creatively with each
society it encounters

The Natural History of Atheism 1877
an essential collection of stephen batchelor s most probing and important work on secular buddhism as the practice of
mindfulness permeates mainstream western culture more and more people are engaging in a traditional form of buddhist
meditation however many of these people have little interest in the religious aspects of buddhism and the practice occurs
within secular contexts such as hospitals schools and the workplace is it possible to recover from the buddhist teachings a
vision of human flourishing that is secular rather than religious without compromising the integrity of the tradition is there
an ethical framework that can underpin and contextualize these practices in a rapidly changing world in this collected
volume of stephen batchelor s writings on these themes he explores the complex implications of buddhism s secularization
ranging widely from reincarnation religious belief and agnosticism to the role of the arts in buddhist practice he offers a
detailed picture of contemporary buddhism and its attempt to find a voice in the modern world

After Buddhism 2016-04-10
based on interviews with people throughout siberia central asia and european russia about their spiritual experiences this
book brings together insights into the religious worldview of those who claim to be buddhist muslim christian pagan or even
atheist throughout the ex soviet union peoples of many different ethnic backgrounds report such experiences but often do
not know how to interpret them a position helped or hindered by the fact that at the same time these people are trying to
rediscover their ethnic and cultural identity

Secular Buddhism 2017-02-21
a non theistic contribution to the dialogue between religion and secular humanism through the medium of buddhist spiritual



practice

After Atheism 2013-12-16
why are the japanese non religious japanese spirituality being non religious in a religious culture translated here for the first
time in english was first published in japan in 1996 it has also been translated into korean and german author toshimaro
ama examines the concept of mushukyo or lack of specific religious beliefs according to ama the japanese generally lack an
understanding of or desire to commit to a particular organized religion oftentimes fusing shinto christianity and buddhism
into a hybrid form of spirituality the book which has sold more than 100 000 copies is widely popular among students of
japanese culture and ethnicity as well as lay readers desiring to learn more about japanese religious identity

Buddhism--a Non-theistic Religion 1970
fascinating guide to religion and its place in the world today in god is not one bestselling author stephen prothero makes a
fresh and provocative argument that contrary to popular understanding all religions are not simply different paths to the
same god instead he shows that the differences between the major religions are far greater than we think they each ask
different questions tackle different problems and aim at different goals god is not one highlights the unique aspects of the
world s major religions with chapters on islam christianity confucianism hinduism buddhism yoruba religion judaism daoism
and atheism lucid and compelling god is not one offers a new understanding of religion for the twenty first century

Spirituality for the Godless 2021-07-08
can you be an atheist and still believe in god can you be a true believer and still doubt can zen give us a way past our
constant fighting about god brad warner was initially interested in buddhism because he wanted to find god but buddhism is
usually thought of as godless in the three decades since warner began studying zen he has grappled with paradoxical
questions about god and managed to come up with some answers in this fascinating search for a way beyond the usual



arguments between fundamentalists and skeptics warner offers a profoundly engaging and idiosyncratic take on the
ineffable power of the ground of all being

Why are the Japanese Non-religious? 2005
over the last 160 years a great dilemma has been hatching out of western spiritual consciousness in our modern existence
we have lost faith in the traditional routes by which human beings have come to experience the divine and an acceptance of
oneself as having a place in the order of the universe in spiritual atheism steve antinoff argues that the dilemma burning
within the west has been given its most fundamental expression by kirilov in dostoyevsky s the possessed god is necessary
and so must exist yet i know that he doesn t exist and can t exist but don t you understand that a man with two such ideas
cannot go on living according to antinoff spiritual atheism begins with three realizations that our experience of ourselves and
our world leaves us ultimately dissatisfied that our dissatisfaction is intolerable and so must be broken through and that
there is no god continuing where such writers as christopher hitchens and sam harris left off antinoff s unique and prescient
take on deity and spirituality makes this book a critical contribution to the understanding of the quest for salvation and
enlightenment in a world full of chaos and need

God Is Not One 2010-09-20
because religion affects almost every aspect of our lives our religious beliefs deserve careful consideration yet it is obvious
that our beliefs are heavily influenced by our different cultures and environments so much so that there is often little room
left for unbiased reflection most people in the middle east are muslim in india hindu and in the americas christian if you had
grown up in pakistan you would probably have become a muslim just as you would probably have become christian had you
been born in alabama if so where is the free will in that does the happenstance of your birthplace so determine your outlook
that you become like your neighbors some of our beliefs were passed down from generation to generation without proper
consideration of the available alternatives advances in communication technology are now giving us access to different
cultural traditions as well as to the latest scientific discoveries and are challenging paradigms that were at one time exempt
from scrutiny at the same time the quantity and variety of new information that we are now receiving can be overwhelming



paradoxically this often seems to make traditional beliefs more appealing since they offer shelter from the difficulties of
deliberately choosing among less well known alternatives the blind faith virus vaccine offers a solution to this paradox by
classifying all religions and systems of thought into three simple possibilities making it easier to choose a direction in life it
shows new connections between secular buddhism and atheism paganism the abrahamic religions and hinduism and it helps
challenge demystify and falsify faith based ideas that are accepted mostly because of religious faith faith by virtue is a
concept that goes unquestioned gura s book will assist you in making informed decisions about your beliefs jd stockman
apistevist antitheist humanist

There Is No God and He Is Always with You 2013-05-17
this memoir and spiritual guide from an austin texas cab driver is the real deal good taxi and straight dharma jack kornfield
bestselling author of the wise heart brian haycock was a cabdriver who happened to be a buddhist during the course of his
career he learned that each fare provided an opportunity to learn the life lessons of the buddha so hop in and buckle up we
re off on our journey to self discovery passing through the precepts the four noble truths taking a hard left to stop and get
coffee where we ll learn a few breathing techniques to bolster our patience all the while watching for ambulances and bikers
focusing our attention and awareness so that we can arrive at our destination in good time and in one piece here are stories
from everyday life that demonstrate how we can all benefit from a little buddhist philosophy with each chapter focusing on a
specific topic readers will learn to coast their way to building a life routine focusing the mind calming themselves with
breathing exercises and much more engagingly written stephen batchelor national bestselling author of confessions of a
buddhist atheist compassionate and entertaining david brazier aka dharmavidya author of the feeling buddha amusing and
wise arthur jeon author of city dharma and sex love and dharma finding love without losing your way wise and witty and
direct very zen also fun to read sylvia boorstein national bestselling author of happiness is an inside job and that s funny you
don t look buddhist



Spiritual Atheism 2010-01-19
not the usual trashing of religion author educated in christian school with daily catechism classes and raised in muslim
family ph d in philosophy masters in public health firs atheism book to treat t islam with respect author worked in health
dept in new york journalist at the u n founded a book company

Is the Buddhist an Atheist? 1892
are atheists immoral does religion cause conflict is religion always opposed to science boldly paving the way for constructive
dialogue between atheists and religious believers paul hedges tackles issues such as the treatment of women the idea of a
pure and empirical realm of science and the association of religion with violence and warfare debunking the myths and
exposing the futility of the battle between reason and belief threading deftly between atheism the major world religions of
christianity islam and buddhism and smaller groups such as paganism hedges demonstrates a vast scope for agreement and
interaction between them which will call to every open minded reader

Blind Faith Vaccine 2015-02-07
in a time of social distancing and isolation a meditation on the beauty of solitude from renowned buddhist writer stephen
batchelor whatever a soul is the author goes a long way toward soothing it a very welcome instance of philosophy that can
help readers live a good life kirkus reviews elegant and formally ingenious geoff wisner wall street journal when world
renowned buddhist writer stephen batchelor turned sixty he took a sabbatical from his teaching and turned his attention to
solitude a practice integral to the meditative traditions he has long studied and taught he aimed to venture more deeply into
solitude discovering its full extent and depth this beautiful literary collage documents his multifaceted explorations spending
time in remote places appreciating and making art practicing meditation and participating in retreats drinking peyote and
ayahuasca and training himself to keep an open questioning mind have all contributed to batchelor s ability to be
simultaneously alone and at ease mixed in with his personal narrative are inspiring stories from solitude s devoted



practitioners from the buddha to montaigne from vermeer to agnes martin in a hyperconnected world that is at the same
time plagued by social isolation this book shows how to enjoy the inescapable solitude that is at the heart of human life

The Natural History of Atheism 2023
samkhya is one of the most ancient of india s philosophical traditions and its influence has been widespread in indian
thought for centuries the central aim of samkhya is to counteract human suffering to do this samkhya proposes a special
type of metaphysical dualism which asserts the absolute distinction between pure consciousness purusa on the one hand
and the phenomenal world prakrti on the other the ancient philosophy of samkhya can be applied to modern life in a number
of valuable ways rather than becoming overly concerned with the metaphysics of the system samkhya can be seen as a
psychological tool to overcome suffering through rigorous philosophical and psychological analysis a person can learn to
detach or disassociate from the psychophysical entity and realize witness consciousness classical samkhya postulates no
god supreme being or creator of the universe thus samkhya shows us that there is not a necessary dichotomy between
atheism and spirituality moreover its understanding of the human condition the self and the universe provide us with
profound psychological insights that may be utilized for better living in this world in this book the author investigates the
foundational text of classical samkhya the samkhyakarika of isvarakrsna to uncover its important psychological insights
concerning our human condition and the means to transcend it included in the book are special meditational exercises to
internalize the teachings of samkhya and a complete english translation of the sanskrit samkhyakarika dr d e osto is a
scholar of asian philosophies and meditation teacher with over thirty years of meditation experience

Dharma Road 2010-11-01
adieu to god examines atheism from a psychological perspective and reveals how religious phenomena and beliefs are
psychological rather than supernatural in origin answers the psychological question of why in the face of overwhelming
scientific evidence to the contrary do religions continue to prosper looks at atheism and religion using a fair and balanced
approach based on the latest work in psychology sociology anthropology psychiatry and medicine acknowledges the many
psychological benefits of religion while still questioning the validity of its supernatural belief systems and providing atheist



alternatives to a fulfilling life

Atheism for Islam 2019-08-14
atheist secularism and its discontents takes a comparative approach to understanding religion under communism arguing
that communism was integral to the global experience of secularism bringing together leading researchers whose work
spans the eurasian continent it shows that appropriating religion was central to communist political practices

Buddhism : a Non-theistic Religion [sur la Jaquette] 1970
arguments between those who hold religious beliefs and those who do not have been at fever pitch they have also reached
an impasse with equally entrenched views held by believer and atheist and even agnostic alike this collection is one of the
first books to move beyond this deadlock specially commissioned chapters address major areas that cut across the debate
between the two sides the origin of knowledge objectivity and meaning moral values and the nature of the human person
and the good life and the challenge of how to promote honest and fruitful dialogue in the light of the wide diversity of beliefs
religious and otherwise under these broad headings leading figures in the field examine and reflect upon secular and
religious humanism the idea of the sacred the vexed issue of science in both religious and secular accounts of knowledge
spirituality for the godless non western perspectives on the atheism theism debate a key feature of the collection is a
dialogue between raymond tallis and rowan williams former archbishop of canterbury religion and atheism beyond the divide
will interest anyone who is concerned about the clash between the religious and the secular and how to move beyond it as
well as students of ethics philosophy of religion and religious studies

Towards Better Disagreement 2016-09-21
based on interviews with people throughout siberia central asia and european russia about their spiritual experiences this
book brings together insights into the religious worldview of those who claim to be buddhist muslim christian pagan or even



atheist throughout the ex soviet union peoples of many different ethnic backgrounds report such experiences but often do
not know how to interpret them a position helped or hindered by the fact that at the same time these people are trying to
rediscover their ethnic and cultural identity

The Art of Solitude 2020-02-18
mind body spirit

Modern Samkhya 2016-04-07
finally a book about meditation and meaning in life that is based on reason not religious or supernatural explanations
provocative and truly inspirational one of the best books i ve ever read rachel patel we think we perceive reality but we live
in our minds in self created realities hypnotized by our conditioning and habitual ways of thinking i am sure seekers will find
much to support their efforts to awaken in this book jack elias atheist meditation atheist spirituality is a guide and memoir
which shows that spirituality and meditation can be practiced without faith in god s gurus or the supernatural techniques
such as mindfulness and vipassana meditation have been practiced for thousands of years are corroborated by reason
psychology and neuroscience and help develop a sense of compassion charity and the pursuit of meaning and knowledge
these secular practices are consistent with the best science available and are perfect for atheists skeptics humanists
freethinkers as well as all others who wish to practice spirituality without religion or reference to supernatural forces this is
the complete version of the book contains 214 pages note the difference between atheist meditation atheist spirituality and
exploring your life is that exploring your life is an expanded edition and it s intended for a general audience while atheist
meditation begins with a special message to the atheist community

Adieu to God 2012-01-30
zen is a path to spiritual fulfilment in order to follow it you need to be able to do two things sit on your butt and breathe how



hard is that do you need to be a buddhist to do zen no zen and buddhism are kissing cousins but they aren t married any
christian jew muslim or atheist can study zen without comprising his or her beliefs there are three things that will help along
the way great faith not faith in a christian sense but simply a firm belief that the zen path will lead to enlightenment great
doubt you must be prepared to take nothing for granted and examine everything for yourself from the ground up and great
perseverance zen is not instant enlightenment it takes years of constant effort travel the path and enjoy

Atheist Secularism and its Discontents 2015-07-14
this book is a rare attempt and a masterpiece which helps us to understand better the religions like buddhism jainism islam
and hinduism most of us absurdly think that all the religions are same teaches same and have different paths to follow many
of us wrongly believe that all religions and their founders believe in god soul scriptures and moksha many think that all the
shrines stupas and temples are the place of worship of god this book reveals that the truth is opposite to our common belief
due to lack of the knowledge of spiritual terms most of the authors are confusing the readers by misusing the spiritual terms
this book reveals the correct meaning and the differences between the terms like dharma religion non religion avatara saint
self realization enlightenment awakening scriptures ordinary books logic illogic mindfulness mindlessness spiritual atheist
moksha nirvana liberation etc all these terms appear alike and are confusing to a layman but this book clarifies the
difference between them most of the religions are propagating their contradictory doctrines which are logically untenable at
least one of the doctrines must be incorrect some of the religions and their heads are tempering their holy books by deleting
editing and adding something and propagating their founders as god or lord while their founders have clearly declared that
they are ordinary man or a saint or a son of god or an atheist or a non believer of god many religions are busy in
constructing unnecessarily their huge shrines with an enormous expenditure in the memory of their founders where god is
not worshiped but a common man generally misunderstood these as a place of worship of god it is an extraordinary unique
spiritual book to throw light on such attempts it is strange that some non religions which do not believe in god spirit and soul
are declaring their founders and heads as most spiritual in the world can anybody who does not believe in spirit or god or
does not seek to know the spirit be called spiritual this is a book which clarifies the most of our inner confusions author is m
sc m ed pgdca retired principal got his master s degrees from university of delhi he is religious and extraordinary
combination of spiritual and scientific bent of mind he is practicing kriya yoga since 1969 has opportunity of the company



and blessings of great saints he has devoted his life in the pursuit of god spiritual studies and yoga hiss books are rare
masterpieces based upon his spiritual inner experiences and vast studies which are useful for both believers and non
believers his writings are commendable research work and a reservoir for further spiritual researches at the time of king
ashoka all hindus accepted buddhism to save themselves form the clutches of cruel ashoka but later about 7th to 8th
century a d a great saint adi shankara reconverted buddhist back to hinduism without any atrocities or cruelty he left his
adobe at an early age of about 32 years both buddhism and jainism are different mat opinion under hinduism and not
separate dharma dharma has come from god himself but all religions mat dal sampardaya samaj etc are man made and
have their founders but no super mind super scriptures book explains no human power has any authority to restrict or ban
the birth of almighty god on earth has any body ever proved that god can t take birth on earth even the religion like
christianity are now falsly declaring christ as an avatar of god although christ himself denied so many times in his life that he
was not god and christianity has been affirming for the last 2000 yrs that god can t take birth on earth but now christianity is
tempering bible and propagating false

Religion and Atheism 2016-11-25
autobiographical interpretive and emotional journey using science and logic to co exist with religious american moving from
atheism to buddhism and humanism doing good without god with tolerance kindness and compassion follow the path
through an anthology of writings from philosophers psychologists scientists religious research scholars and personal
experiences to more peacefully survive as a non believer in a religious society extensive historical religious research has
exposed myths and truths about who wrote and assembled the bible when and where it was written and the successful
cover ups to maintain and control dominance to incorporate some of the quality teachings of the bible with buddhism and
humanism is to go beyond ancient traditions into reality with equality for all women all races all non believers all believers
and all sexual preferences let laughter and joy lead you to a better place



Asia's Great Atheist Religions 2011-07-01
the story was to show to the reader the seven thousand hours of documented proof of jesus christ the last high priest to
answer the question to the muslim jew buddhist atheist or any religion that does not have a relationship with jesus christ a
man child a samaritan jew a savior a king to see the silent years of christ from eighteen to thirty years old as we uncover the
mysteries of jehovah i am rev gary wayne emas dd of bread of life ministry now but before i was known as wayne alexander
richards and into money power sex and gambling i would ask myself one important question what does it profit a man to
gain the whole world and lose his own soul at what point in my life was i going to see a break either by dying and ending it
all or by seeing the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow i was in a desert place thirsting for a drink from a well but unaware
that the one i was seeking was the well of living water over the last twenty eight years i have worked alongside men and
women who shared the same question we all ask and had a common desire to see the good news of jesus christ spread
throughout this vast land we call earth have you ever asked the ultimate question where do we find ourselves at the end of
the walk what destiny lies ahead from the cradle to the grave my prayer is that this book will answer most of your questions
and leave some open to interpretation the bible says many are called but few are chosen see matthew 20 16 i believe my
duty is to share with you the life i led from soteria to the new road that leads to sozo

After Atheism 2000

無神論 1981-10

Buddhism - a Non-theistic Religion 1966
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